
Ring Waist Hip Pouch NotAFannyPack Tutorial
Construction based off  Pink Peony Bag on Craftsy by Charmed Liebling

All pattern pieces include 3/8” seam allowance

Body - Back
10” x 5.25”
Cut 1 from bottomweight outer fabric
 (optional: line with fusible interfacing)
Cut 1 from lining fabric

Flap
10” x 6.75”
Cut 2 from bottomweight outer fabric
 (optional: line with fusible interfacing)

Mark 1.5” up from bottom 
edge and 1.5” in from each 

side  to place closure
on inside flap

Body - Front
13” x 6.75”
Cut 1 from bottomweight outer fabric
 (optional: line with fusible interfacing)
Cut 1 from lining fabric

Corner cutouts:
1.5” x 1.5” from bottom 
corners

Mark 2.5” up from bottom 
edge and  3.5” in from each 

side to place closure
on “outer” fabric

Also needed:
 Ring Strap: 10” by 30” of bottomweight fabric
 Long Strap: 10” by 30”-45” of bottomweight fabric
 2 small (2”) sling rings or 2” d-rings.
 2 closures (hook and loop tape, snaps, or magnetic clasps)

Color Guide:
Pink: Outer Fabric (Body)
Light Blue: Liner Fabric (Body)
Green: Flap
Dark Blue: Straps

https://www.craftsy.com/sewing/patterns/pink-peony-bag/197517


1) Fold ring strap lengthwise, right sides together, and sew along open edge to close it into a tube (A). Turn 
right side out and press flat (B). Fold the edges in to the center lengthwise, like a trifold board, and press flat (C). 
Thread both sling rings (or d-rings, or female buckle end) onto the now- 3” wide strap, and fold it in half so that 
the raw ends are together and the rings are at the center of the strap (D). Pin the ends together.

2) Hem the two long edges and one short edge of the long strap. Pleat the raw, unhemmed end of this strap to 
also be 3” wide. Press flat and pin pleats in place.

 

3) Attach hook & loop tape, snaps, magnetic clasps or another closure to the marked points on Body - Front 
(outer) and one of the Flap pieces.

4) With the fabric right side up, fold the top left corner of each Body - Front piece down to the bottom edge, so 
the two edges of the corner cutout line up. Sew a straight line along the edge of the cutout. Repeat for both 
corner cutouts of both Body - Front (outer) and Body - Front (liner).

5) Line up Body - Front (lining) and Body - Back (lining) with right sides together. Pin the edges, and sew 
together along the sides and around the corners. Leave the entire top edge open, as well as a 6” hole in the 
bottom edge.

6) Line up Body - Front (outer) and Body - Back (outer) right sides together.  Insert the raw ends of the ring 
strap in between the two layers on the left side, 1” from the top edge, with the strap and rings inside the pouch 
(touching the “right sides” of the fabric.)
Insert the raw ends of the long strap in between the two layers on the right side, 1” from the top edge, with the 
strap inside the pouch (touching the “right sides” of the fabric.) The “right side” of the long strap should be fac-
ing the right side of Body - Front (outer).
Pin edges carefully. Sew along the sides and bottom edge. Leave the top edge open. Reinforce the straps by 
sewing an additional tight zigzag along the raw edge of the straps through the seam allowance of the Body pieces.

A)      C)

B)      D)

Cross Section of Pleats:



8) Turn Body (outer) right side out (it should look like a right-side-out pouch with straps coming out of each 
side.)
Position the Flap upside down (closures on the bottom facing out) with the raw open edge lined up with the raw 
edge of Body - Back (outer). The opposing closures on Body - Front (outer) should be facing out on the bottom 
front.

Sew close to the edge, joining the top of Body - Back (outer) and both Flap pieces.

7) Line up both Flap pieces right-side together and sew along the sides and bottom edge (the edge with the clo-
sures.) Turn right-side-out, press flap, and topstitch along the outside edges of the sides and bottom.

9) Place the Body (outer) pouch, straps, and Flap (still “open” and flat against Body - Back [outer]) all INSIDE of 
the still-inside-out Body (liner) pouch, making sure Body Front (outer) and Body Front (liner) are on the same 
side, and Body Back (outer), Flap, and Body Back (liner) are on the other side. The Flap should be INSIDE of the 
Liner.

Pull the rings and most of the long strap through the hole at the bottom of Body (liner) to reduce bulk between 
the layers while you sew.

Carefully line up the side-seams of the two pouches, and pin the top edges all the way around. Sew along the top 
edge all the way around.

10) Pull the rest of the Straps and Body (outer) down through the hole of Body (liner), turning Body (liner) 
right-side-out in the process. Fold the raw edges under of the hole at the bottom of Body (liner) and topstitch 
this hole closed.
Tuck the lining down into Body (outer) and fold the Flap over the top so the clasps on the Flap meet and secure 
to the clasps on Body - Front (outer).

Back View:

Front View:


